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Managing Model Conformity in Archi 
Use of jArchi scripting with the Archi tool to define consistent models. 

Introduction 
The ArchiMate notation3 allows for a large combination of concepts and relationships to be able 
to express what we need for full Enterprise Architecture modelling. However, a lot of 
organisations don’t initially need all this and it is sometime useful to semi-restrict what is 
expected. This paper defines a way of achieving this using the excellent Archi® 1 modelling tool 
and its jArchi scripting language6. I was already creating some Quality Check scripts when I read 
the excellent BiZZdesign blog2 on raising model quality conformance checks. I knew jArchi 
scripting could achieve a similar outcome. 

Archi® and jArchi 

The Archi® modelling toolkit is an open source based way to support Enterprise Architects that 
has gained greater capability over the last few years. The addition of scripting via a Patreon 
supported jArchi plugin6 means there is even more ability to analyse and update the model. 
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An ArchiMate Concept Definition View 
Often when I perform architecture engagements I find I need to create an overview of the 
concepts being used, for clarity and to educate others. This is a sub-set of all the concepts that I 
would recommend sticking to, depending on the engagement. Of course, there are few 
architecture engagement that will need all the concepts as demonstrated by Gerben Wierda’s 
‘finger core meta-model’ (page 239) in Mastering ArchiMate4 Edition III. 

Concept Definition view 
A special view of concept types and relationships can be used to actually check what all the other 
views in the model are doing.  

Diagram 1 shows three concepts and four 
relationships.  

Obviously this is really strict in that is its saying nothing 
else can be used on any of the views. In reality there 
will be many more elements and relationships. 

The script visits all the objects on the view and 
remembers them when it checks the other views in the 
model.

  
Diagram 1 - Example Concept 

Definition View
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jArchi checking script 

As well as the Concept Definition view, the script also has an array to define other objects to 
ignore (such as ‘representation’, ’grouping’, or ‘junction’ and so on). This allows exceptions to the 
modelling rules. 
A copy of the script can be found at: 
https://gist.github.com/rich-biker/ded65fa63210b929978c7770746f91f7#file-quality-check-ux-relations-ajs 

The script is split into four main functions: 
• Part A - load the expected relationships from the Concept Definition in terms of source objects 

- relationship - target object triplets. 
• Part B - visit all the elements in the model to see which ones do not conform to the definition 

triplets in Part A. 
• Part C - find the elements whose type is not included on the Concept Definition view.  
• setSummaries - set properties on the ‘dashboard’ representation elements (see later) 

The script sends some data to the console log, but it also tries to update two objects on the 
Concept Definition view.  

Rather than use the console log it could be changed to send as an html report, or even a CSV file; 
I chose a simple comma separate output that can be copied and pasted into an excel if needed. 
For large models this can get complex, so the transfer to a file to be manipulated is useful. 

Diagram 2 is just one view (of possibly many) that 
has some concepts and relationship usages that are 
not expected on the Concept Definition view.  

There should not be a business-process 
The serves relation from application function to 
service or application component to function wasn’t 
expected. 

And the direction of the association relationship is 
the wrong way (see the Summary discussion later).  

  
Diagram 2 - A test architecture View
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Conformance Results 

Console Log 
Part A output lists the acceptable triplets as defined on the Concept Definition view (after a head 
line): 

Part B list the unexpected relationships it finds on the other views: 

Part C lists the unexpected objects and their types that are not on  it finds on the other views: 
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** Loading the Expected relationships ** 

SourceType, RelType, TargetType
application-component, assignment-relationship, application-function
application-component, composition-relationship, application-component
application-function, association-relationship, application-service
application-function, realization-relationship, application-service

** Unexpected relationships **

Source, SourceType, RelType, Target, TargetType
Service A, application-service, serving-relationship, This is an unexpected process, business-process
Service A, application-service, association-relationship, Function A, application-function
Function A, application-function, serving-relationship, Service A, application-service
App A, application-component, serving-relationship, Function A, application-function

** Total of 4 warnings out of 10

** Unexpected object types **

Object, ObjectType
UX Process, business-process



Dashboard 
I use the phrase ‘dashboard’ loosely; it is an optional extra to just using the Console Log. It shows 
the results of the analysis already displayed in the console log, but on the Concept Definition 
view in a couple of view elements. There are two elements of ‘representation’ type (which could 
have been any type). 

These have a special name and have specific properties created on them. The property 
represents the number of unexpected things (relationships or objects).   

This example uses the  archi contrib’s specialization-plugin.5  

Once the script has run, you have to refresh the view in order to get the latest label updated. 
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Summary 
A Concept Definition view is view is valuable in checking the quality and consistency of the views 
in an architecture model. It allows for a sub-set of the full ArchiMate meta-model to be used, so 
it’s then possible to concentrate on the model itself and the answers that are needed in a 
particular architecture engagement, rather than being distracted by modelling the unnecessary. 

jArchi provides advanced model access to Archi-created models. In this case, the ability to 
support (rather than enforce) conformance to a house style. It would be used in collaboration 
with Archi’s in-built ‘Validation Model’.  

A non-conformance may not be ‘wrong’ and may itself challenge the in-house model. The use of 
this script improves the Concept Definition view. I found I needed a simpler version of the 
Concept Definition view for introduction  / education purposes. This is just a duplicate of the 
Concept Definition view when it settles down, with some of the parent-child and inferred 
relations removed. 

Developments of this script could: 
• identify the views the unexpected relationship are on, 
• send the output to files, including spreadsheet friendly ones, 
• colour code any relationships that is unexpected, 
• add a ‘conformance’ property to a relationship that was unexpected, 
• add a ‘conformance’ property to any element that shouldn’t be used, 
• add a ‘conformance’ property to any view that has unexpected relationships on it. 
• create a Concept Definition view based on a model. This would have interesting layout 

challenges. Again, probably best to base the layout on a full meta-model as in reference 4 or 
based on reference 3. 

• The script does consider associated relationships’ direction. This could be ignored. 
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